People Who Help Us Book List

Fiction

_Harvey hare, Postman Extraordinaire_, by Bernadette Watts
_The Jolly Pocket Postman_, by Allan Ahlberg
_Katie Morag Delivers the Mail_, by Mairi Hedderwick
_Postman Pat and the Puzzle Parcels_ by John Cunliffe
_After the Storm_ by Nick Butterworth
_The Secret Path_ by Nick Butterworth
_Not like that, like this!_ By Tony Bradman and Joanna Burroughes
_Old MacDonald had a Farm_ by Frances Cony and Iain Smith
_Mr. Bear Baby sits_ by Debi Gliori
_The Jolly Postman and Other People’s Letters_ by Janet and Allan Ahlberg
_The Lighthouse Keeper’s Rescue_ by Ronda and David Armitage
_The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch_ by Ronda and David Armitage
_Mrs Vole the Vet_ by Allan Ahlberg
_What would we do without Mrs. Mac?_ By Gus Clarke
_Fireman Fire Engines_ by Tony Mitton and Ant Parker
_Fireman Piggy Wiggy_ by Christyan and Diane Fox
_My First Trip to the Dentist_ by Jen Green and Mike Gordon
_Who’s who in our street_ by Jan Ormerod
_Emergency!_ By Margaret Mayo and Alex Ayliffe
_Tough Truck Rescue_ by Kate Hayler

Non Fiction

_Here comes the Lifeboat!_ By Steve Augarde
_The People Who Help Us_, series from Wayland
_A Day in the Life of_, series from Watts
_We work at the hospital_ by Angela Aylmore
_In the Ambulance Service_ by Ruth Thomson